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cation.AbstractDynamic Queries is a querying technique for doing range search on multi-key data sets.It is a direct manipulation mechanism where the query is formulated using graphicalwidgets and the results are displayed graphically in real time.This paper evaluates four data structures, the multilist, the grid le, k-d tree andthe quad tree used to organize data in high speed storage for dynamic queries. The ef-fect of factors like size, distribution and dimensionality of data on the storage overheadand the speed of search is explored. A way of estimating the storage and the searchoverheads using analytical models is presented. These models are veried to be correctby empirical data.Results indicate that multilists are suitable for small (few thousand points) data setsirrespective of the data distribution. For large data sets the grid les are excellent foruniformly distributed data, and trees are good for skewed data distributions. There wasno signicant dierence in performance between the tree structures.1 IntroductionMost users of database systems must learn a querying language which they use to selectand retrieve information. A query language is a special purpose language for constructingqueries to retrieve information from a database of information stored in the computer [21].1.1 Dynamic QueriesDynamic queries [1] is a novel way to explore information. This mechanism is well suited formulti-key data sets where the results of the search t completely on a single screen. Figure 1shows an application of dynamic queries in searching a real estate database. The query is1
Figure 1: The Dynamic Home Finderformulated using widgets such as buttons and sliders, one widget being used for every key.A study [26] was conducted which compared dynamic queries (DQ) to a natural languagesystem known as \Q & A" and a traditional paper listing sorted by several elds. Therewas statistically signicant dierence in the performance of the DQ interface compared tothe other two interfaces. The DQ interface enabled users to perform faster and was ratedhigher than the other two in the terms of user satisfaction. The DQ interface was veryuseful in spotting trends and exception to trends as compared to the other two interfaces.One of the important features of a DQ interface is the immediate display of the results ofthe query. In fact, users should be able to perform tens of queries in a span of a few secondsso that the mechanism remains dynamic. Using larger data sets slows down the mechanismso that there is a noticeable time interval between the movement of sliders and the displayof results.There are two main facets to the issue of speed. Since the mechanism of dynamic query is aGraphical User Interface (GUI) the speed depends considerably on the graphical capabilitiesof the machine on which it runs. The eect of this factor largely depends on how the resultsare displayed. The other factor on which the speed is dependent is the time it takes tocompute the results of queries. Even though the search time depends to a great extent onthe hardware of the machine used, query computation can be optimized to a great extent2
Data Storage Cost Search CostStructure S(N; k) Q(N; k)Sequential List O(Nk) O(Nk)Multilist O(Nk) O(Nk)Cells O(Nk) O(2kF )k-d Tree O(Nk) O(N1 1=k + F )Quad Tree O(Nk) O(N11 1=k + F )Range Tree O(Nlogk 1N) O(logkN + F )k-Ranges O(N2k 1) O(klogN + F )Figure 2: Storage and Search time overheads for various data structuresby using suitable data structures.In this paper data structures for main memory are examined. We assumed that the datasets remains frozen i.e. there are no insertions, deletions or updates. The time taken toload the data into memory i.e. the preprocessing time is ignored as it is done only once.Only simple rectangular queries are considered i.e. queries will be a simple conjunct of theranges specied by the sliders.1.2 Multi Attribute Range Search MethodsThe problem of range search on multi attribute data sets can be dened as:For a given multi-attribute data set, and a query which species a range for each attribute,nd all records whose attributes lie in the given ranges.The cost functions of various data structures are provided whereN is the number of records,k is the number of attributes and F is the number of records found. For the quad tree N1is the number of nodes in the tree. Further details about these data structures can beobtained from the references. S(N; k) is the cost of storage required by the data structure. Q(N; k) is the search time or query cost.Figure 2 shows cost functions for structures that are suitable for rectangular queries. Manyother complex structures exist, but they are mainly of theoretical interest only because of3
their high memory overhead. It can be seen that range trees and k-ranges have relativelyhigh storage overheads and are thus eliminated from consideration.2 Data StructuresWe assume the following characteristics of dynamic queries. The parameters of search arespecied using sliders with one slider being used for each dimension. There are a limitednumber of positions the dragbox of a slider can take. This results in the ranges gettingbroken into discrete intervals. If every slider is assumed to break a range into G intervals,and if the data set has D dimensions then the search space can be split into GD buckets.A bucket is the smallest unit of search and it is not possible to dierentiate between pointsin a bucket. During search all or none of the data points of a bucket get included in thesolution set. It may happen that in certain data distributions some buckets are empty.Unlike the case in bucket methods for storage on disks, there is no limit on the number ofpoints in a bucket when main memory is used.Four data structures are described in this section. The data points are stored in a simplearray. It is assumed that points belonging to the same bucket will be stored consecutively.The data structures will be used to maintain an index on the array so that the search timeis reduced. To maintain these indices, memory overhead is incurred which needs to bekept low. These structures can be classied in two categories i.e. bucket and non-bucketmethods. In bucket methods an index is maintained on buckets and in non-bucket methodsit is maintained on data points. The linked array which is a non-bucket method is describedrst. Later the bucket methods are described.2.1 Linked ArrayFigure 3 shows a part of the linked array when the data is two dimensional (i.e. D = 2).Also shown in the gure is a data array. The data array is an array which holds the datapoints. With every interval in the slider range is associated a linked list. Every point inthe data set will lie in one and only one linked list of every slider. Also with every recordis associated a ag (not shown in the gure). This ag keeps count of the number of eldsof the record which satisfy the region of interest. When this count becomes equal to thenumber of dimensions then the record is displayed.2.2 Grid ArrayFigure 4 shows a part of the grid array used to index the data array for the two dimensionalcase. This is a bucket method and a bucket is essentially a pair of index numbers or pointerswhich point to the rst and last record in the data array that belong to the bucket. Thesebuckets form a part of the D dimensional search space. Therefore, to index them a Ddimensional array is used. 4
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Figure 6: Quad Tree used to index the Data ArrayOne bit is required to maintain this information about each child. It is assumed that D isat most 5, hence the number of children is at most 32 and one word (32 bits or 4 bytes)suces to store leaf/non-leaf information for all the children of a node. In some cases, afteroptimization, some leaves may move, (as in the k-d tree) and a check may be required toensure correctness. A ag is maintained in the leaf nodes for this purpose.3 Analytical ModelWe analyze the storage and search overheads of data structures used for dynamic queriesin this section. Storage overhead refers to the additional storage requirements for the datastructure used. Search overhead is the number of operations required to compute the queryresult when the slider is moved. These two metrics will be used throughout this section toevaluate the data structures for dynamic queries. Search overhead will depend on how largethe space being searched is. At any given moment the sliders dene something called theregion of interest, which is the portion of the search space being displayed. Every movementof a slider is a query which increases or decreases the region of interest. It is assumed thatat any time only one dragbox of a slider will move in steps of one discrete interval. As aresult of this move, points have to be removed or added to the display. In the case of thesearch overhead, it is assumed that the case where the region of interest is increasing willapply as a general case. For the worst case the increment in the region of interest shouldbe the greatest. This happens when D  1 sliders have their left and right dragboxes in theextreme left and right respectively. In this case with every move of the Dth slider GD 1buckets are added to the region of interest. 7
The eectiveness of a method will be studied with respect to factors such as The distribution of the data points in the search space. Dimensionality of the data set D Size of the data set N3.1 Comparing Bucket MethodsIn this section a comparison of bucket methods is presented. Only the number of non-empty buckets will be considered in the analysis. The number of tuples does not eectthe performance in any way. As mentioned earlier, two performance metrics used in theanalysis are the storage overhead for the index on buckets and the worst case search time.The following symbols will be used:N : Number of points in the data set.D : Number of dimensions.G : Number of intervals in each slider range.Noi : Number of nodes in the tree (no. of dimensions is i).Bi : Number of non-empty buckets (leaves , no. of dimensions is i).Nvi : Number of (non-leaf) nodes visited in the worst-case (no. of dimensions is i).Bvi : Number of leaves visited (non-empty buckets for the grid array) in the worstcase (no. of dimensions is i).The storage overhead is the cost of maintaining an index on the data points. In computingthe storage overheads, it is assumed that each integer is 4 bytes, each character is 1 byteand each pointer is 4 bytes. If the number of dimensions is i, then the following holds true:Grid Array: In grid arrays, 2 integer indices (rst and last) are maintained for each bucket,irrespective of data distribution. So, 8 bytes are required for each bucket. Therefore,Total storage overhead = 8Gi bytes .k-d Tree: In k-d trees, each non-leaf node has an integer discriminator key (4 bytes), acharacter discriminator key type (1 byte), a character ag for type of children (1 byte) andtwo pointers for left and right children (4 bytes each), resulting in a total of 14 bytes. Eachleaf (non-empty bucket) has 2 integer indices (4 bytes each) and a character ag (1 byte),resulting in a total of 9 bytes. So,Total storage overhead = 14Noi + 9Bi bytes.Quad Tree: In quad trees, each non-leaf node has 2i pointers for children of the node (4bytes each), i integer discriminator keys (4 bytes each) and one ag for maintaining typesof children (4 bytes), resulting in a total of 4(2i+ i+1) bytes. Each leaf (non-empty bucket)requires 9 bytes as in the case of k-d trees. So,Total storage overhead = 4(2i + i + 1)Noi + 9Bi bytes.8
The following assumptions have been made in calculating the search time overhead. i isused to indicate that the terms are for i dimensional case. For every non-empty bucket visited it is assumed that one operation is done to reportthat the bucket is non-empty. For the grid array one operation is required to visit a bucket and if it is non-emptythen another operation is performed. For the k-d tree every non-leaf node visited has to put into the stack and then laterretrieved from the stack. This requires 2 operations. In processing every node twocomparisons have to be made. This makes it a total of 4 operations for every non-leafnode visited. In visiting leaves, 2 operations will always be required: 1 operation forreporting that the bucket is non-empty (as discussed earlier) and 1 operation to get tothe leaf. In some cases, because of the optimizations on the tree that were discussedearlier, an additional check is required to ensure that the bucket reached is the correctone. This may require up to 2i operations. For the quad tree every non-leaf node visited has to be put into the stack and laterretrieved from the stack. This requires 2 operations. 2i comparisons are required todetermine which children of the node to search. 2 operations are required for checkingthe ags to determine the type of children. So, in all 2i+ 4 operations are done forevery non-leaf node visited. In visiting leaves, 2 operations will always be required:1 operation for reporting that the bucket is non-empty (as discussed earlier) and oneoperation to get to the leaf. As in the case of k-d trees, an additional check may berequired to ensure correctness of the leaf reached which requires 2i operations. In the worst case, for both k-d tree and quad tree, it is assumed that the number ofnodes visited, when the data is i dimensional is Noi 1. This is because in the worstcase i   1 sliders do not restrict the search in any way. The slider restricting thesearch has only one of its discrete intervals to be searched for. It is like taking a sliceof thickness 1 from the i dimensional search space.3.1.1 Uniform Data DistributionIn this subsubsection, the analysis for computing storage overheads and search time ispresented, for the case when the data distribution is uniform. An important factor eectingthese performance metrics is the percentage of buckets which are non-empty. Two extremecases will be considered in this subsection, when all the buckets are non-empty and whenonly 25% of the buckets are non-empty. The method of analysis presented here can be usedto derive exact expressions for other cases, but details of those are not presented here.Case 1 : When all buckets are non-emptyIn this case, the number of non-empty buckets (BD) is GD. The storage overheads for eachof the data structures are as follows: 9
Grid Array: As discussed earlier, the storage overhead for the grid array is 8GD bytes,irrespective of the data distribution.k-d Tree: For optimal k-d trees, number of non-leaf nodes is the same as the number ofleaf nodes (non-empty buckets), i.e. Noi = Bi. Therefore, if the number of dimensions is D,NoD = BD. The storage overhead for k-d trees is 14NoD+9BD. Since, NoD = BD = GD,Total storage overhead = 23GD bytes.Quad Tree: In the quad trees, the number of nodes NoD is GD=(2D   1). As discussedearlier, the storage overheads for quad trees, when the number of dimensions is D is 4(2D+D + 1)NoD + 9BD. Since BD = GD,Total storage overhead = 4(2D +D + 1) GD2D 1 + 9GD bytes.Next, the second performance metric, search time is considered. Search time means thetime (operations) required when the exactly one slider is advanced by one region. Searchtime overheads in the worst case are as follows:Grid Array: For the grid array, the number of buckets visited (BvD) is GD 1. As discussedearlier, one operation is required for each bucket visited and one additional operation isrequired if the bucket is non-empty. Since all the buckets are non-empty,Total number of operations = 2GD 1.k-d Tree: For the k-d tree, the number of (non-leaf) nodes visited (NvD) is NoD 1. Thenumber of leaves (non-empty buckets) visited (BvD) is BD=G. For an optimal k-d tree,the number of non-leaf nodes is the same as the number of leaf nodes, i.e. Noi = Bi.Therefore, NvD = NoD 1 = BD 1. Since all the buckets are full, average height of aleaf node from the maximum depth is 0. Consequently, additional checks for nding if thebucket reached is the correct one will never be required. As discussed earlier, accessing eachnon-leaf node requires 4 operations and accessing each leaf node requires 2 operations.Total number of operations = 4NvD + 2BvD = 6GD 1.Quad Tree: For the quad tree, the number of (non-leaf) nodes visited (NvD) is NoD 1.The number of leaves (non-empty buckets) visited (BvD) is BD=G. Also, for a quad tree,the number of (non-leaf) nodes is GD=(2D   1). Since all the buckets are full, averageheight of a leaf node from the maximum depth is 0. Consequently, additional checks fornding if the bucket reached is the correct one will never be required. As discussed earlier,accessing each non-leaf node requires 2D+4 operations and accessing each leaf node requires2 operations.Total number of operations = (2D+ 4) GD 12D 1 1 + 2GD 1.Case 2 : When 25% of all buckets are non-emptyIn this case, the number of non-empty buckets BD = GD4The storage overheads for data structures are:Grid Array: For a grid array, the storage overhead is independent of data distribution. 8bytes are required for each bucket, soTotal storage overhead = 8GD bytes.k-d Tree: For the case of the k-d tree, it can be assumed that No = B for optimal trees.10










































Figure 9: Skewed Distribution: All points within G=4 of Diagonalk-d Tree: For the k-d tree, the number of non-leaf nodes which need to be visited (NvD)is equal to the height of the tree which is log2G. The number of buckets to be visited (BvD)is BD=G = 1. Average height of a leaf node from the maximum depth is greater than D.Therefore, 2D+ 2 operation will be required for the bucket visited. So,Total number of operations = 4log2G+ 2D + 2.Quad Tree: For the k-d tree, the number of non-leaf nodes which need to be visited(NvD) is equal to the height of the tree which is log2G. The number of buckets to bevisited (BvD) is BD=G = 1. Average height of a leaf node from the maximum depth is 0(no optimization). So,Total number of operations = (2D+ 4)log2G+ 2.Case 2 : When all non-empty buckets are within a distance of G=4 of the diagonalIn this case, the number of non-empty buckets (BD)isBD = G4 D + 3G4 ((G4 )D   (G4   1)D)Figure 9 shows the two dimensional case for this distribution. The storage overheads fordata structures are as follows:Grid Array: 8 bytes are required for each bucket, irrespective of its being empty or not.So,Total storage overhead = 8GD bytes.k-d Tree: For optimal k-d trees, Noi = Bi. Therefore, NoD = BD. Since 14 bytes arerequired for each non-leaf node and 9 bytes are required for each leaf node (bucket),Total storage overhead = 23((G4 )D + 3G4 ((G4 )D   (G4   1)D)) bytes.Quad Tree: For quad trees estimating NoD for this case is a little complex. Out of theBD leaves in the tree b1 = 4(G=4)D leaves are set aside. Let b2 = BD   b1. A quad tree ofb2 leaves and height log2G will have bf = b21=log2G children for a node. Number of nodesis b2bf 1 . The b1 nodes that were kept aside form 4 dense subtrees each with approximately13
(G=4)D=(2D   1) nodes. Total number of nodes (NoD) isNoD = b12D   1 + b2bf   1Total storage overhead = 4(2D +D + 1)NoD + 9BD bytes.Worst case search time overheads are as follows:Grid Array: For the grid array, number of buckets visited is GD 1. On an average, BD=Gnon-empty buckets will be visited. Since one operation is required for visiting each bucketand one additional operation is required if the node is non-empty,Total number of operations = GD 14 + BDG .k-d Tree: For the k-d tree, NvD is NoD 1 and BvD is BD=G. For an optimal k-d tree,No = B. Therefore, NvD = BD 1. Average height of a leaf node from the maximum depthis greater than D. Therefore, 2D + 2 operation will be required for the bucket visited. So,Total number of operations = 4BD 1 + (2D+ 2)BDG .Quad Tree: For the quad tree,NvD isNoD 1 and BvD is BD=G. NoD 1 can be calculatedas was done for computing the storage overhead earlier. Average height of a leaf node fromthe maximum depth is 0 (no optimization).Total number of operations is = (2D+ 4)NoD 1 + 2BDG .For skewed distributions there is a signicant dierence between the performance of treesand the grid array with the trees being superior. This is reected both in memory andsearch overheads. For the case where non-empty buckets lie only along the diagonal of thesearch space the dierence in the trees and the grid is phenomenal. In the second case alsothe trees are signicantly better. Amongst the trees it can be said that the k-d tree has amarginally lower memory overhead and a marginally higher search overhead than the quadtree. As in the case of uniformly distributed data higher dimensionality of data makes thedierences more pronounced.3.2 Bucket Vs Non-Bucket MethodsIn the previous subsection bucket methods were compared. In bucket methods the numberof points does not eect the search overhead if the number of points is suciently large tomake most buckets non-empty. However when the number of points is small or the numberof dimensions is low it may be worth trying to use the linked array. This is because forlinked arrays the storage overhead is directly proportional to the number of points in thedata set and the dimension of the data set.Using the same symbols the storage and search time overheads of the linked array arediscussed. In addition to the value of G = 16 the value of D = 4 has been used in thegraphs comparing the two methods. Every tuple of the linked array has to be kept on D lists. For this D additionalpointers (4 bytes) are needed. In addition a ag (1 byte) is required as discussed insection 2.1 earlier. Therefore, storage overhead is (4D+ 1)N .14











































































































































































































50.00 100.00Figure 21: Search overhead for SkewedData Distribution (all non-empty bucketswithin a distance of G=4 of diagonal)5 Conclusions5.1 ContributionsWe have presented a way of analyzing data structures for dynamic queries applications.Analytical models were constructed and their usefulness was shown by empirical data. Inalmost all cases the empirical results conrmed the analytical models. The results can bedivided into two on the basis of the data distributions used.In the case of uniformly distributed data the linked array structure performed quite wellbut the drawback in this structure is that its memory overhead is very high and thereforeit should be used only for small data sets. For larger data sets it is recommended that agrid array be used. The advantage in the grid array is that the memory overhead does notdepend on the number of points in the data set but only on the number of buckets in thedata set.The second case investigated was for skewed data distributions where most of the bucketsare empty. The performance of the tree structures, k-d tree, and quad tree was much betterthan the grid array. Among tree structures the k-d tree used marginally less memory buthad a marginally higher search overhead. Compared to the linked array again the treeswere much better except for the cases where the number of data points were just a fewthousand. However there is a temptation to use the linked array because of its simplicity.20
It is recommended that the tree structures be used for skewed data distributions if thenumber of points exceed a few thousand.In cases where knowledge of the data distribution is lacking we recommend using the k-dtree as the it is highly likely that the distribution is non-uniform. The k-d tree is alsomuch easier to construct compared to the quad tree when the ranges of the sliders are notequal. It was noticed that the performance of a data structure does not change with thedimensionality of the data set. The only eect of increasing dimensions is that the numberof buckets increases, which results in the dierences in the performance becoming morepronounced.The data structures discussed in this paper are practical and make it possible to implementdynamic queries on standard machines in common use without major special requirements.This is essential, specially because in addition to experts, novice users with inexpensivemachines also nd DQ very appealing.Dynamic query applications can be integrated with standard DBMS to rapidly browsethrough parts of a database, as it is usually not possible to t entire databases in mainmemory. One way of doing this is to select a part of the database which is to be browsedusing dynamic queries. The selected parts could then be loaded in memory and browsedthrough rapidly. This technique was used in \Dynamic Trend Maps", a project developedfor the National Center for Health Statistics, where trends in mortality data for 38 typesof cancer and their correlation to 15 demographic variables was studied using a dynamicquery interface.5.2 Future DirectionsWhile analyzing the data structures an assumption was made that the data set remainsfrozen. However data sets usually change over time. It would be an interesting problem toinvestigate the eect of updates on these data structures. Another assumption made wasabout the nature of queries, which were assumed to be a simple conjunct of ranges. Inmany applications this assumption does not hold. The suitability of these structures on therelaxation of this assumption can also be studied.Data structures that were investigated were for main memory only. However for very largedata sets it would be impossible to do with main memory only. In such cases disk accessesbecome a necessity. Even though seeing the current state of technology it would not bepossible to maintain real time performance it would be worth while to relax this requirementand study applications where data is organized on disks.The segregation of data into buckets can also lead to interesting methods for compression.Values of some of the elds in the data set can be determined just by knowing the bucketthe record resides in. If dynamic queries are to run in main memory then the issues ofcompression become very important.For very large data sets the querying could be done on multiple machines i.e. the querycould be distributed. In these cases data sets have to be fragmented and replicated at21
the local sites of the machines involved in the computation. Good schemes which reducecommunication overhead and distribute query computation load in a fair manner becomeessential.Making dynamic query applications run on parallel machines will give us the capabilityof handling very large data sets while maintaining real time performance. Using parallelmachines will require solving of problems like, ecient distribution of data among nodesand ways of reducing messages between nodes.One of the reasons dynamic query applications are eective is because they present queryresults in a way to help users visualize the data set. Therefore e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